
SUMEET RAGHAVAN ONLINE SHOW

Sumeet Raghavan (born 22 April ) is an Indian film and television actor known for his roles . Footnotes[edit]. ^ The show
is a televised format of the Internet show "Jay Hind!".

He is famous for his subtle and polished brand of comic acting, exemplified through his iconic role of Dr. He
is by far the most versatile of performers, having been in the entertainment industry for over 25 years. Many
successful stage roles followed, amongst them were some with eminent Marathi theatre personalities like
Mohan Tondavalkar and Kedar Shinde. Abhigyan has since been writing stories and screenplays for both
Indian and international media. Sumeet Raghvan Sumeet Raghvan is an actor and singer based in Mumbai,
India, known for his performances on stage, television, film and Internet. Recently, Sumeet has started hosting
a popular Internet show called Jai Hind. The play has 8 songs and Sumeet has worked very hard to get all the
melodies right. In his career spanning more than 35 years, Sumeet has appeared on stage, worked in films and
ad-films, played roles in television serials, participated in reality singing shows, dubbed for Hollywood
movies, anchored live events and hosted an internet show. Jay Hind! Abhigyan Jha is best known as the
director of the film Sacred Evil, as well as the executive producer, creative director, and script editor of the
popular Indian Late Night Show - Movers and Shakers. He came to Marathi films a little late. Anyone who
has ever watched TV, or is interested even remotely in Marathi Theatre, or has seen classy movies lately, is
bound to be familiar with Sumeet Raghavan! Sumeet and Chinmayee are blessed with two kids. Suresh
Wadkar. The elder boy Neerad is taking piano lessons and younger daughter Deeya is training in music, when
she is not playing mischief with Neerad. The major difference being that we will play to the strength of
material: the stand-up routine and go less heavy on the Gagsand focus on really entertaining and funny
conversations for the Interview segment. Born in to Tamil-Kannadiga parents and brought up in the
prominently Maharashtrian neighbourhood of Kurla in Mumbai, Sumeet has been acting since he was eight
years old. His effortless delivery of comic punches in this domestic comedy brought him fame and critical
acclaim. One of his novels, The Prayer, will be converted into an international movie, ahead of its publication
as a fictional book. Right from his childhood Sumeet loved singing. Sahil in Sarabhai vs Sarabhai. His
versatility is further evident from the fact that he has worked in both Hindi and Marathi languages! He is one
of the very few actors who excel in the diverse mediums with equal ease. A nice and long stand-up, supported
by guest appearances by celebrities and zany Gags in and out of the studio - particularly on the streets of the
country including small towns, will make this show really stand up and deliver. Based on an incident of
reincarnation that he experienced, the story led Zee Television to convert it into an episodic primetime
television series called Tum Bin Jaoon Kahan, which aired on India's national television in  His portrayal of
the adventurous boy Faster Fene won him many ardent little fans and many old ones too! Vasantrao Kulkarni
and later from the well known singer Shri. Abhigyan Jha : the man behind Jay Hind! Sumeet feels that with
the advent of smaller meaningful movie projects, his kind of actors are sure to find their own space. He took
his lessons in Hindustani Classical Music from the revered Pt. Sumeet is a complete family man who plays
with his children when he is not shooting- a little too much if Chinmayee is to be believed! His forays into
movies began in later half of that decade. This Marathi play produced by the famed Chandralekha of Mohan
Wagh was a peak into the mind of an adolescent boy, and Sumeet played the part to perfection. In he took a
daring decision to take a break from television, where he felt the creativity glaringly missing from the scripts,
to go back to stage. In the course of his career, acting took precedence over singing, but in Sumeet participated
in a Celebrity singing show Idea Sa Re Ga Ma Pa, putting his musical talents to work. Vasant Kanetkar. All
rights reserved. His winning personality has made him a preferred face in witty advertisements and he has
appeared in more than ad films.


